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The finite element method (FEM) is a computational technique for solving problems which are described by partial differential equations or which can be formulated as functional minimization. The FEM is commonly used in the design and development of products, especially where structural analysis is involved. The simple object model of the Java™ programming language lends itself to efficient implementation of FEM analysis.

Programming Finite Elements in Java™ teaches the reader FEM algorithms and their programming in Java™ through a single finite element Java™ program. The compact, simple code makes it straightforward to understand the algorithms and their implementation, thereby encouraging developers to extend the code to their own tasks. All of the main aspects of finite element techniques are considered:

• finite element solution;

• generation of finite element meshes; and

• visualization of finite element models and results with Java 3D™.

The step-by-step presentation includes algorithm programming and code explanation at each point. Problems and exercises are provided for each chapter, with Java™ source code and problem data sets available from the book’s webpage at springer.com/978-1-84882-971-8.

Graduate students using the FEM will find the simple but detailed object-oriented programming methods presented in this textbook to be of great assistance in understanding the FEM, including mesh generation and visualization. Programming Finite Elements in Java™ will also be of interest to senior undergraduates doing special studies encompassing the FEM. Researchers and practicing engineers already familiar with the FEM but seeking an alternative approach will find this book readily suited to self study.
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Real-World Wireless Sensor Networks: 4th International Workshop, REALWSN 2010Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the proceedings of REALWSN 2010, the 4th Workshop on Real-World Wireless Sensor Networks!


	After three meetings in Europe we decided to hold REALWSN in exciting Sri Lanka. We want to thank the local organizers as well as the authors, attendees and members of the technical Program Committee, Demo and Poster Chairs for...
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SharePoint 2010 Administration Instant ReferenceSybex, 2011

	There are a lot of SharePoint books out there, and you might be wondering, why another? We know that different people buy books for different reasons. In this book, we cater to the busiest of professionals. We respect your time and understand that many of you don’t have time to read an 800-page tome. You need quick answers to real...
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Infinitesimal Differences: Controversies between Leibniz and his ContemporariesWalter de Gruyter, 2008
The essays offer a unified and comprehensive view of 17th century mathematical and metaphysical disputes overÂ status of infinitesimals, particularly the question whether they were real or mere fictions. Leibnizs development of the calculus and his understanding of its metaphysical foundation are taken as both a point of departure and a...
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CCNP ROUTE 642-902 Official Certification Guide (Exam Certification Guide)Cisco Press, 2010

	Master the CCNP® ROUTE 642-902 exam with this official study guide

	
		Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes
	
		Review key concepts with Exam Preparation Tasks
	
		Practice with realistic exam questions on the CD-ROM



	CCNP...
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Charts for Prediction and Chance: Dazzling Diagrams on Your PCImperial College Press, 2008
This innovative book brings together two disciplines   science and art   and enables readers to produce their own computer-generated displays. 44 colour plates and 200 black and white pictures showcase the diagrams that can easily be reproduced using the accompanying CD-ROM. It is possible to create diagrams that indicate predictability or...
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Information Technology Project ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Welcome to Information Technology Project Management—Providing Measurable
Organizational Value. This book was written to help people understand the processes,
tools, techniques, and areas of knowledge needed to successfully manage information
technology (IT) projects.

The idea of project management has been around...
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